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The secure, reliable and cost-effective way to control
access to your remote assets.

TM

Twenty20  SmartLock

BENEFITS

TM

Access Control

Stand-alone systems 
operate with no 

power or connectivity

Rapid deployment
solutions for
remote sites

Integrated view of
sites via browser-
based dashboard

Real-time video
insights and 

historical reports 

AI-enabled software
increases efficiency and
reduces false alarms 

Built for professionals and designed for rugged, off-grid locations, the water-re-
sistant, impact-resistant Twenty20 SmartLock immediately increases your asset 
protection by creating an audit trail of access information. With our SmartLock, 
the user’s smartphone is literally the key that opens the lock. Using the Twen-
ty20 app, the phone sends a signal that opens the lock – even in areas without 
cellular connectivity. With no more lost or forgotten keys or shared combination 
codes, the Twenty20 SmartLock is light-years ahead of obsolete padlocks.

Reduce theft and vandalism and keep 
your assets safe

Reduce downtime for contractors, 
allowing instant access to locations

Avoid expensive re-keying when an 
employee leaves or keys are lost

Bluetooth low-energy technology 
allows mobile app to interact with 
lock without Internet access

Weatherproof and tamper-resistant, 
featuring military-grade AES 128-bit 
encryption

Grant, edit or revoke access to locks 
in real-time online

Individual trackable “key” per lock, 
per user

Issue single-use codes for one-time 
access

Actionable insights and historical 
reports available online

Set up automated push alerts to text 
or email systems

Time-stamped footage is easily 
accessible for reports and site checks

Remotely administer multiple facili-
ties through one efficient interface
 

 

THE TWENTY20   ADVANTAGETM

With the Twenty20 SmartLock, you have total control over who opens your locks. 
From the Twenty20 web-based dashboard, you can authorize or deauthorize  
users with ease. You don’t even need the lock in your possession to program it – 
you control it all remotely through the dashboard. The user’s name, timestamp 
and GPS location is recorded every time a lock is opened or closed so you have a 
full audit trail for each lock that you can view anytime, from anywhere.

FLEXIBLE ACCESS CONTROL
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The Twenty20 cloud platform gives you a single, integrated view into all your 
security, access control and automation operations at your remote sites and gives 
you real-time visibility and control over every aspect of your on-site operations.

      All footage is stored in the cloud, not on a locally-stored device

      Platform accessible via any web-enabled device: computer, tablet, phone

      Control gates, camera systems and equipment online 24/7

      View real-time video footage live 

      Access previously recorded events stored for up to 90 days

      Delivers data-driven insights and reporting about your operations

      Artificial Intelligence (AI) enables better management of voluminous data

      AI enhances efficiency in identifying threats by decreasing false alarms

ONE PLATFORM. TOTAL CONTROL.

ABOUT TWENTY20 SOLUTIONS

Twenty20 Solutions will change the way you secure and optimize your operations across all of your remote sites. We are a 
global provider of automation and security technology, smart surveillance and access control solutions for both on and off-grid 
environments. We build intelligent technology into all our solutions, providing actionable data for real-time decision making.

Powered by AI, our technology solutions can analyze more video data than ever before and will change the way you interact 
with your security and automation systems. By bringing the most important events and insights to your attention, our technolo-
gy is constantly at work, allowing you to focus on what matters most: your business.

APPLICATIONS OIL & GAS
DRILL SITES

Control who enters and exits 
your sites from any location for 

added security and minimize 
need for on-site personnel.

Gain total control over site 
activity to maximize 

productivity and efficiency 
with automated solutions.

Make data-driven decisions by 
leveraging data and analytics 

to gain a competitive 
advantage in your business.

Real-time virtual protection 
against theft and vandalism 

that drastically lowers the cost 
of securing your business.

Solutions that give you 
peace of mind that your sites 
are secure so your team can 

focus on your business.

Security & Surveillance Monitoring Access Control Automation Business Intelligence

CONSTRUCTION
SITES

SCHOOL
CAMPUSES

FARMS &
RANCHES

UTILITY
SUBSTATIONS

Access Control


